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Abstract 

A “Dual-clutch transmission” is basically a kind of an automobile power transmission with automatic transmission 

featured with a “dual-clutch” element and two input shafts. A “DCT” is capable of providing a high-quality gear shifting 

with a gear pre-selection practice and overlapping of the clutches engagement. The gear pre-selection procedure implies 

that the organization of the oncoming gear has been completed before the actual gear shifting procedure starts. Due to 

the overlapping mechanism of the two clutches, torque is transported from the engine to the driving wheels without 

intermission throughout gear shifting. Therefore, it provides a rapid gear shifting without sacrificing fuel efficiency and 

riding comfort [1], [2].  
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Introduction 

In automobile diligence, the automatic transmission been regarded as a replacement for manual transmission. As a 

solution performance pointer of automobile, the monetary performance of vehicle petroleum has been steadily valued, 

and the organized strategy of automobile’s automatic transmission is highly essential. The progressive trend of 

automatic transmission is mainly reflected in such aspects as admirable economy and comfort of driving and so on. To 

pick the fitting gear through the assistance between the intention of the driver and the controller of the vehicle, low fuel 

expenditure can be realized in most operation cases of the engine, while the control of the transmission of the 

conventional automatic transmission is realized through the control of torque-converter and a planetary-gear set. Though 

after years of enhancement, the efficiency of “mechanical transmission” is still lower than that of the “manual 

transmission”. Therefore, the principal goal of the automobiles is to advance the mechanical efficiency, and at the same 

time, to make sure the comfort and high quality of automatic gear shift [3]–[5].  

“DTC (Dual-Clutch Transmission)” is a new-fangled type of automatic transmission device in the field of automotive 

automatic transmission. It comprehends power transmission and interruption, and shifting without power interruption 

through respective connection between the two transmission shaft and two clutches. It also combines the advantages of 

manual transmission and traditional torque mechanic transmission so as to equip the vehicle with the same convenience 

and comfort with manual transmission vehicles, but better fuel economy. Shift control is the key technology of DCT 

vehicles, and an important index to measure the driving comfort of vehicles, therefore, to carry out targeted shift 

analysis and control of the DCT seems quite necessary [6], [7].  
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Result and Conclusion 

New ecological and fuel effectiveness legislation united with progresses in electronics and manufacturing procedures 

have activated new automated transmission expertise. The mainly likely victor that will substitute traditional automatics 

and boost market penetration of automated transmissions will be the “Dual-clutch Transmission (DCT)”. Based on 

mentioned arrangement and attitude of “DCT”, the automobile gear changing procedure is basically examined in view 

of the dynamics and the engine and clutch models are also established, which lay foundation for the ensuing formulation 

of control strategy of DCT shift process. Through the fuzzy control theory, respectively from the power and economy 

point of view, the shift schedule based on driver intention has been formulated, which establishes the foundation for the 

subsequent shift simulation model. The control strategy of the engine and clutch and the comprehensive shift control 

logic strategy that are made in the “ECT” shifting process. Based on stimulation software that is a “MATLAB” software 

simulation platform, simulation model of the vehicle shifting has been built, and the simulation results validates 

affectivity of the shift model, and it also indicates the good control effect of the formulated shift control strategy 
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